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A single ?le contains all information for a complete presen 
tation. Each presentation ?le contains both data and softWare 
for the presentation. It includes both the data and softWare 
provided to the user and that retained by the server for the 
performance of the presentation. The basic building block 
for a presentation is a frame. The presentation ?le can 
contain a ?le header frame and multiple media frames, and 
one or more meta data frame. Of the frame types, the ?le 
header frame is the only one Whose presence is mandatory 
in the presentation ?le format. The ?le header frame iden 
ti?es the subject matter and contents of the presentation ?le 
providing information on the media types and total length of 
the ?le. The most degenerate yet useful version of a pre 
sentation ?le Would have the ?le header frame folloWed by 
a media frame containing a thumbnail description. A thumb 
nail description may constitute a simple still picture or 
Written description of the subject matter. Other media frames 
can be animated or full motion descriptions of the subject 
matter. Meta data frames are frames that contain non-media 
speci?c data ?le level behavior and user information. Meta 
data frames are presented only in cases Where non-fault 
behavior and con?guration are desired or in cases Where 
actions and abstract navigational semantics are to be incor 
porated. 
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FRAMEWORK FOR PROGRESSIVE 
HIERARCHIAL AND ADAPTIVE DELIVERY 

RICH MEDIA PRESENTATIONS AND 
ASSOCIATED META DATA 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

This application is a continuation-in-part of US. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/100,418 now US. Pat. No. 6,230, 
162 ?led on Jun. 20, 1998 and entitled “Progressive Inter 
leaved Delivery of Interactive Descriptions & Renderers for 
electronic Publishing of Merchandise”, and of US. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/169,836 ?led Oct. 9, 1998 noW 
pending and entitled “Personalizing Rich Media Presenta 
tions Based on User Response to the Presentation”. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to providing media descrip 
tions of objects on the internet and more particularly, to the 
con?guration of code and data in the delivery of Rich Media 
Presentations. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The internet is capable of presenting rich media 
presentations, containing still images, animated images, 
video images and audio. One problem With these 
presentations, is the need to transmit large blocks of code 
and data to the client. This is a serious impediment for 
presenting products to electronic commerce customers Who 
are typically connected over loW-bandWidth dial-up links 
They cannot be expected to pre-load code and data or Wait 
for very long before their shopping experiences commence. 
This problem is addressed in the above referenced copend 
ing US. patent application Ser. No. 09/100,418, entitled 
“Progressive Interleaved Delivery of Interactive Descrip 
tions & Renderers for Electronic Publishing of Merchan 
dise” ?led Jun. 20, 1998. This copending application is 
hereby incorporated by reference. 
Asecond problem concerns optimiZed delivery of various 

rich media to easily and effectively address the right amount 
of information about the merchandise to each user. Each user 
has different interests, needs and expectations. The presen 
tations must be able to attract and maintain the attention of 
users With a Wide variety of interests and needs, different 
personalities and varying attention spans. Gathering and 
presenting information for these and other purposes needed 
by the user to express his or her selection preferences is 
dif?cult With presently available approaches. This problem 
is addressed by the above referenced US. patent application 
Ser. No. 09/169,836. This copending application is hereby 
incorporated by reference. 

Another problem that exists is the organiZing of multiple 
?les for presenting a rich media presentation. Usually, 
various ?les exist for different portions of a presentation. 
The tying together of these ?les to provide a tailored 
presentation to users presents signi?cant organiZational 
problems. Further, transmitting of ?les from one server say 
that in the United States to one in Europe is time consuming 
and complex. Real time response to a user’s needs by 
searching ?les in the United States With a European server 
Would consume considerable server capacity and require an 
inordinate amount of time to obtain the desired presentation. 
Examination of existing formats such as MPEG-4, Quick 
time and ASF reveal that each fails to meet some of the 
requirements to provide rich media presentations. 

Therefore, an object of the present invention is to provide 
an neW arrangement of presentation ?les With rich media 
presentations. 
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2 
Another object of the present invention is to encapsulate 

data and ?les needed for presentation so as to simplify their 
accessing and transport. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance With the present invention, a single ?le 
contains all information for complete presentation. Each 
presentation ?le can contain both data and softWare for the 
presentation. It includes both the data and softWare provided 
to the user and that retained by the server for the perfor 
mance of the presentation. The basic building block of a 
presentation ?le is a data frame. The presentation ?le can 
contain a ?le header frame, multiple media frames and one 
or more meta data frames. The ?le header frame is the only 
one Whose presence is mandatory in the presentation ?le 
format. The ?le header frame identi?es the subject matter 
and contents of the presentation ?le providing information 
on the total siZe of the ?le and a de?nition of media tracks 
in the ?le. The most degenerate yet useful version of a 
presentation ?le Would have the ?le header frame folloWed 
by a media frame containing a thumb nail description. A 
thumbnail description may constitute a simple picture or 
description of the subject matter. Other media frames can be 
animated or full motion descriptions of the subject matter. 
Meta data frames are frames that contain non-media speci?c 
data ?le level behavior and user interface information, such 
as range actions, attributes. Meta Data Frames are presented 
only in cases Where non-fault behavior and con?guration are 
desired or in cases Where actions and abstract navigational 
semantics are to be incorporated. 

This arrangement is a suitable delivery format even over 
loW bandWidth connections, providing for a progressive and 
streamed delivery. It enables easy inclusion of neW media 
types and the modi?cation of existing frames. The ?le not 
only contains media and meta data, but include description 
information user and server code making the ?le quite self 
contained and portable. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Abetter understanding of the invention can be had by the 
folloWing description of one embodiment thereof While 
referring to the accompanying ?gures of Which: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram Which shoWs material 
available at a typical internet site; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram shoWing a netWork server in 
accordance With the present invention connected to a client 
terminal on the internet; 

FIG. 3 is a vieW of the interaction betWeen the client 
terminal user and netWork server of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 4 is a schematic shoWing the movement of data in the 
netWork server; 

FIG. 5 is a graphic representation of the data in a 
presentation ?le; 
FIGS 6A and 6B are diagram of the general structure of 

a frame; 
FIG. 7 is a diagram of a ?le header frame; 

FIG. 8 is a diagram of a thumbnail frame; 

FIG. 9 is a diagram of an end of stream frame; 

FIG. 10 is a diagram of a Media frame; 

FIGS. 11A and 11B are diagrams of a range frame; 

FIG. 12 shoWs rectangular and elliptical contours; 
FIG. 13 shoWs polygonal contours; 
FIG. 14 shoWs interpolated contours; 
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FIG. 15 shows an action frame; 

FIG. 16 shows an action frame record header. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

FIG. 1 shoWs a hierarchical description of a portion of the 
articles being offered for sale at a Website. Description level 
0 shoWs the various goods available at the site. To begin 
With, only level 0 information is loaded into a user’s 
machine. While not loading level 1 and level 2 information 
until a user 

As shoWn in FIG. 1, a variety of goods may be offered at 
a single Website 100. It could include motor vehicles 102 
along With television sets 104 and other goods. The motor 
vehicles includes vans 106, four door sedans 108 and 
accessories (not illustrated). The possible selections Would 
be illustrated by thumbnail descriptions at the level 0 Web 
pages of the Website. The illustrated goods are only repre 
sentative of the possible selections on the Website. 

The set of tWo dashed vertical lines 110 that separate the 
illustrated motor vehicles from the television sets, indicates 
that these level 1 items are not adjacent items in the 
broWsable sequence, but are separated by segments of data 
for other items offered at the Website. Goods or the broWs 
able sequence are linked by some semantic relationship. For 
instance, the van 106 is linked semantically to the sedan 108 
by a “similar to” relationship. While accessories are linked 
semantically to sedans 108 by a “bene?ts from” relationship. 
The user being presented, on the screen in level 0, With the 
level 1 choices, selects What he or she is interested in: say, 
the purchase of a motor vehicle 102 as opposed to a 
television set 104. Then, transitioning doWn from level 1 to 
level 2 by making a selection Within the sedan category 
transitions are possible across the dashed horiZontal lines 
folloWing an “is a” semantic link. Thus, upon selection of 
the four-door sedan category, the user is presented With the 
next level of selections Within that category. The level 2 
descriptions cover a Wide selection of four-door sedans 
divided into price categories (possible choices could include 
an inexpensive Chevy, or medium priced Toyota and the 
illustrated expensive BMW 112). Banner presentations at 
level 1 and level 2 aid in the selection process. Let us assume 
the user selects the expensive BMW. As provided for in the 
aforementioned copending application, as the user is pro 
ceeding through the process of selection, the material for the 
presentation is being loaded into the user’s computer. Once 
the BMW sedan has been selected, the computer is ready to 
present as a level 3 description either an animation presen 
tation 114 or a video presentation of the selected sedan. 

An act of the user With respect to the presentation contains 
information the user intends to be conveyed by the act. 
HoWever, other information not intended to be conveyed 
may be implied from the act. For instance, the choice of the 
BMW by the user not only explicitly states his interest in 
that four-door sedan, but can also indicate a price range that 
he or she is interested in. The selection of the BMW could 
indicate that the user is interested in an expensive car like a 
BMW and not in a less expensive one, such as the small 
Chevrolet or Toyota sedan. If the user’s actions indicates the 
user is losing interest in the BMW sedan, he or she is more 
likely to be interested in another high priced luxury car. 
Therefore, anticipatory loading of presentations and display 
ing of banners should be for those of other luxury cars. 
These presentations include pre-priced presentations such as 
one for the BMW sedan shoWn in FIG. 1. That presentation 
?le Would contain all code and data for the various levels 
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4 
including thumbnail descriptions of level 0, the banner 
descriptions of levels 1 and 2, and the animation and video 
descriptions of levels 3 and 4, respectively. It could also 
include banner for other “similar to” vehicles such as other 
high priced sedans. 

Referring to FIG. 2, as the netWork server 200 interfaces 
With the user’s terminal 202 over the internet 201, the user 
203 interacts With the visual and audible presentations 
provided to the terminal 202 by the server 200, and softWare 
204 at the user terminal monitors the user’s actions. This 
softWare is provided by the netWork server 200 to the user’s 
terminal 202 When product information is initially requested 
from the Website. 
The data obtained by the logic 204 is provided over the 

internet 201 to the server 200 through its netWork interface 
205. The netWork interface provides this data to the delivery 
logic 206 in the modelling interpretation logic 207. If the 
request can be responded to Without interpretations, the 
request is sent by the delivery logic 206 to the presentation 
?les 208 described in the previously mentioned copending 
application. The presentation ?les provide the requested 
information Which is shipped out in packets 209 and 210 to 
the client terminal. The delivery logic may also obtain 
requested information through a media server interface 211 
from outside media servers 212a to 21211. 

If the request requires interpretation, the netWork inter 
face provides the information to the modelling interpretation 
logic 207 Which interfaces various softWare engines 214 to 
217 through the non-media engine interface 213. Delivery 
data is then synthesiZed for delivery at the netWork server 
200 by putting together in the delivery logic 206 segments 
from the presentation ?les 208 and/or media content seg 
ments from external media servers 212. The determination 
as to What the delivery logic 206 should deliver comes from 
both direct input from the client side through the netWork 
interface on content requests, and from the modelling and 
interpretation logic 207. The modelling and interpretation 
logic 207 receives all inputs from the user’s terminal 
through the netWork interface 205, and processes them to 
provide even more sophisticated responses back to the user 
in the form of delivery data. To accomplish this, the mod 
elling and interpretation logic not only builds and maintains 
its oWn simple session, state and user-model information, 
but through a non-media engine interface 213 also uses 
external user-model building, data base search, and statistics 
gathering engines 214, 215 and 216, respectively. 
The modelling interpretation logic 207 takes the user 

interaction data and provides it to the statistics gathering 
engine 214 Which collates the information provided by the 
interaction data. The interpretation logic then provides the 
collated information to the user model building engine 215. 
The user model building engine analyZes the collated infor 
mation about the user’s actions and builds a model Which not 
only indicates What the user is interested in, but includes an 
analysis of the user’s personal characteristics that Will 
enable modi?cation of the presentation to maintain the 
user’s interest. In addition, the statistical engine 210 can 
gather user navigational statistics across a multitude of users 
and derive conclusions about the popularity of products and 
features. The user model generated by the user model 
building engine 215 is used by the modelling and interpre 
tation logic 207 in gathering information from the presen 
tation ?les and outside ?les to generate a delivery ?le to 
transmit to the user over the internet. It is also used by the 
modelling and interpretation logic to change the rendering of 
the user’s screen and to interrogate the database and search 
engine 215 of the system. The database search engine 215 
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provides search results for more complex user queries Which 
are adequately expressed and handled in the rich-media 
content of the presentation ?les. Detailed product or feature 
information Which are not expressed in the rich-media 
content can be obtained from the database search engine and 
converted by the modelling and interpretation logic 207 to 
deliverable form to be delivered to the user as presentation 
data 209. 
From the above, it should be apparent that there is a 

presentation interaction update loop 218 in Which the deliv 
ery model by Which data is delivered and presented to the 
user is constantly being updated in response to user requests 
and his response to the material presented. 
As shoWn in FIG. 41 When the user expressed interest in 

a particular car, such as the BMW sedan discussed in 
connection With FIG. 1, the ?le 400 for the BMW is 
accessed at a single address in the presentation ?le 208 of 
FIG. 2 at receipt of a request by the server from the user 
terminal 202. The ?les contain a pre-prepared presentation 
of the BMW Which could include descriptions from all 
levels 0 to 4 of the BMW sedan. This pre-prepared presen 
tation could be augmented by information from media 
servers and inputs from the non-media servers obtained 
during previous accesses of the BMW presentations. The 
delivery logic contains a kernel of code for accessing the 
presentation ?les. All other code necessary for the presen 
tation are contained in the BMW presentation ?le. As shoWn, 
code segments 402 of an accessed ?le are placed in code 
storage locations 404 of server storage for transmission by 
the Web server upon request by the user. The data segments 
406 of the ?le are placed in data storage locations of the 
server storage for delivery to the client and/or to be used by 
the server. Data delivered to the client Will depend on the 
client’s initial request and later modi?cations of that request, 
as discussed in the aforementioned copending applications. 

Referring to FIG. 5, data frames 500, a presentation ?le 
400 is made up of a number of frames. The frames include 
a ?le header frame 502 and a End of stream (EOS) frame 
510, a thumbnail frame 504, a meta frame 506, a media 
frame 508. A presentation at minimum must include ?le 
header frame 502. The most degenerate but useful version of 
a presentation ?le Would be a ?le header frame 502 folloWed 
by a thumbnail frame 504. Media frames 508 are included 
in all other cases. Media frames may include banner, ani 
mation or video level information. Meta frames are only 
present in cases Where non-default behaviors and con?gu 
rations are desired, or in cases Where actions and abstract 
navigational semantics are incorporated. 
As shoWn in FIG. 6, all frames 600 have a uniform 

structure in that they have a frame header 602 folloWed by 
a frame data segment 604. 
General Structure of Frames 

Furthermore, frame headers for all frame types have a 
uniform and mandatory initial structure referred to as the 
generic frame header 606. This is folloWed by an optional 
frame type-speci?c header segment 608 Whose length is also 
frame type speci?c. 

The generic frame header may either include a frame label 
?eld 610 (as its ?rst ?eld) or not. The default is the 
lightWeight version 612 Which does not include the frame 
label ?eld. When AS the lightWeight version is the choice, 
it is so for every frame in the ?le and similarly for the 
non-lightWeight version. The label ?eld is 4 bytes long and 
the rest is 8 bytes, making the generic frame header 12 bytes 
long for the frame label version and 8 bytes otherWise. 
Header Frames 

The ?le header frame contains no frame type speci?c 
header segment. FIG. 7 illustrates the structure of the ?le 
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header frame 700 for the case Where the sub-type is com 
plete. Among the three bytes in the generic frame header that 
are frame type speci?c, the ?rst tWo bytes in this case carries 
the version number of the HotMedia format in this ?le as 
shoWn. The third is unused. 
The data segment 702 of the ?le header frame for the 

sub-type complete consists of a variable siZe general infor 
mation segment 704 folloWed by a variable siZe general 
information segment 704 folloWed by a variable siZe media 
information segment 706 as illustrated in FIG. 7. 
The General Information Segment 
The general information segment 704 contains the fol 

loWing ?elds in that order. 
1. Con?gurations ?ags ?eld—4 Bytes. 

Bit 1 (1sb)—indicates Whether transitions are automatic 
or user controlled. 1 indicates automatic; 0 user controlled. 

Bit 2—indicates Whether action frames are present in the 
?le. 1 indicates presence; 0 indicates absence. 

Bit 3—indicates Whether a thumbnail frame Will be 
present folloWing this ?le header frame. 1 indicates pres 
ence; 0 indicates absence. 

Bit 4—indicates Whether an explicit user-interface Will be 
present in the client. 1 indicates presence; 0 indicates 
absence. 

Bit 5—indicates Whether con?guration frames Will be 
present to specify custom explicit user-interfaces. 1 indi 
cates presence; 0 indicates absence. Relevant only When bit 
4 above has declared the present of an explicit user-interface 
in the ?rst place. 

Bit 6—indicates Whether media frames Will be present in 
this ?le. 1 indicates presence; 0 indicates absence. 

Bit 7—indicates Whether a frame label is present as part 
of every generic frame header in this ?le. 1 indicates the 
lightWeight version With no frame labels; 0 indicates the 
non-lightweight version With frame labels. 
2. SiZe of this general information segment—4 Bytes. 
3. Width of the application WindoW created to render this 
?le—2 Bytes. 

4. Height of the application WindoW created to render this 
?le—2 Bytes. 

. Reserved—1 Byte. 

. SiZe of ?le author ?eld in bytes—1 Byte. 0 indicates 
absence of the ?le title ?eld. 

7. SiZe of ?le title ?eld in bytes—2 Bytes. 0 indicates 
absence of the ?le title ?eld. 

8. SiZe of the ?le copyright ?eld in bytes—2 Bytes. 0 
indicates absence of the ?le copyright ?eld. 

9. SiZe of the ?le description ?eld in bytes—2 Bytes. 0 
indicates absence of the ?le copyright ?eld. 

10. Total ?le siZe in bytes—4 Bytes. 
11. Total playback length in milliseconds—4 Bytes. Rel 

evant only When a temporal aspect is associated With the 
contents of this ?le. 

12. Optional ?le author. SiZe determined by ?eld 6 above. 
13. Optional ?le title. SiZe determined by ?eld 7 above. 
14. Optional ?le copyright. SiZe determine by ?eld 8 above. 
15. Optional File description. SiZe determined by ?eld 9 

above. 
Media Information Segment 
The media information segment 706 contains one or more 

track de?nition blocks 708. A track de?nition block de?nes 
a media track contained in the ?le, and for every media track 
that is encountered in the ?le by the client, there should be 
a corresponding track de?nition block that Was previously 
delivered to it. The track de?nition block is variable siZe 
depending on Whether it speci?es a track handler object 
name. An object name is speci?ed for media tracks carrying 
all media types except for a kernel set that is part of 
HotMedia. 
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When it does not specify the track handler name, its size 
is 24 Bytes. When it contains just the name and/or the code 
of the track handler object, the siZe of these ?elds added on. 
The code could be speci?ed either as the actual code itself 
or as a URL reference to the actual code. When present is for 
server side consumption and the server separates it from the 
?le and forWards only the rest to the client. The track object 
code is then dynamically delivered to the client just-on 
demand. 

The track de?nition block contains the following ?elds in 
that order. 
1. SiZe of this track de?nition block—4 Bytes. 
2. Amedia track ID that is unique for each media track in this 

?le until rede?ned by a neW header frame containing 
media information—1 Byte. 

3. A media object instance ID—1 Byte. A media handler 
object instance becomes responsible for handling every 
media track. When multiple media tracks specify the same 
media handler object type, it may be desirable in certain 
situations that the same media handler object instance 
handle multiple such tracks. When the media handler 
object name and media object instance ID coincide for 
tWo tracks, then they are handled by the same media 
handler object instance. 

4. Track related ?ags—2 Bytes. 
Bit 1 (rnsb)—indicates Whether a media track handler 
name is speci?ed or not. A value of 1 indicates media 
track handler name is speci?ed; a value of 0 indicates 
it is not. 

Bits 4—16—currently unused. 
5. Sub-Type of this media track—1 Byte. Represents a 

sub-type such as JPEG, H.263 etc. Appendix Aprovides 
a set of tables (clearly not an exhaustive set) de?ning the 
types and sub-types. These tables Will groW as We add 
more types and sub-types. 

6. Type of this media track—1 Byte. Represents a type such 
as image, video, audio, animation, text etc. Appendix A 
provides a set of tables (clearly not an exhaustive set) 
de?ning the types and sub-types. These tables Will groW 
as We add more types and sub-types. 

7. Total playback length of this media track data in 
milliseconds—4 Bytes. 

8. SiZe in bytes of the buffer that the media handler object 
in the client needs to create to render this media track—4 
Bytes. 

9. Byte displacement of the ?rst media frame of this media 
track from the beginning of this HOT MEDIA ?le—4 
Bytes. 

10. Start time of this media track in milliseconds in relation 
to beginning of all playback experience from this media 
?le—4 Bytes. 

11. This ?eld is present if and only if the ?ag in ?eld 4 above 
has indicated that media track handler name is speci?ed. 
It carries the siZe in bytes of the character string carrying 
the name of the media track handler objects, that folloWs 
as the next ?eld—2 Bytes. 

12. This ?eld is present if and only if the ?ag in ?eld 11 
above has indicated that media track handler name is 
speci?ed. It is a character string carrying the name of the 
media track handler object—siZe de?ned by ?eld 10 
above. 
The data segment of the ?le header frame for the sub-type 

media information Would consist of only the variable siZe 
media information segment. The description of this segment 
is identical in this case to its description above in the context 
of the sub-type complete. 
Thumbnail Frames 
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8 
A thumbnail frame 800 contains no frame type speci?c 

header segment and therefore has only a generic frame 
header as illustrated in FIG. 8. 
Thumbnail Header Segment 
As illustrated in FIG. 8 above, the thumbnail header 

segment 802 contains the folloWing ?elds in that order. 
1. Optional frame label ?eld—4 Bytes (Double Word). 
2. Type/Subtype of the thumbnail image—1 Byte. Refer to 

the type and sub-type speci?cation for images in Appen 
dix A. 

3. Thumbnail frame related ?ags—1 Byte. 
Bit 1 (sb)—indicates Whether an automatic pan is sup 

ported on the thumbnail image. 1 indicates support; 0 
indicates no support. 

Bit 2—if automatic pan is supported, speci?es Whether 
We have a snap pan. 1 indicates snap pan; 0 indicates 
otherWise. 

Bit 3—if automatic pan is supported, this bit indicates 
Whether pan loops or reverses. 1 indicates looping; 0 
user reversing. 

Bit 4—if automatic pan is supported, this bit indicates 
Whether the scroll is in the positive or negative direc 
tion. 1 indicates positive; 0 indicates negative. 

Bit 5—indicates Whether hotlinking from this thumbnail 
is supported. 1 indicates supported; 0 indicates not 
supported. 

4. Delay interval for snap pan in a exponential scale. For a 
value k speci?ed in this ?eld, the delay in milliseconds is 
computed using the expression 16*(2**k)—1 Byte. Note 
that this ?eld is relevant only When the ?ag value above 
indicates snap pan enablement. 

5. Type/Sub-Type of this frame—1 Byte. The 4 last signi? 
cant bits of this ?eld specify the frame type. The remain 
ing 4 more signi?cant bits specify the frame sub-type. 

6. Total length of this frame in bytes—4 Bytes. 
Thumbnail Data Segment 
The thumbnail data segment 804 comprises of the fol 

loWing ?elds. 
1. Number of snap frames for snap pan (Where enabled)—2 

Bytes. Note that the value carried by this ?eld is relevant 
only When the corresponding ?ag in the header indicates 
snap pan enablement. 

2. Unused—2 Bytes. 
3. SiZe of the thumbnail image data in bytes—4 Bytes. 
4. Thumbnail image data (siZe de?ned by ?eld 1 above). 
EOS Frames 
The End of Stream (EOS) frame 900 signals the end of a 

HotMedia stream to the client and is a header only frame as 
illustrated in FIG. 9. 
As shoWn, it contains the folloWing ?elds in that order. 

1. Optional frame label ?eld—4 Bytes (Double Word). 
2. Unused—3 Bytes. 
3. Type/Sub-Type of this frame—1 Byte. The 4 least sig 

ni?cant bits of this ?eld specify the frame type. The 
remaining 4 more signi?cant bits specify the frame sub 
type. 

4. Total length of this frame in bytes—4 Bytes. 
Media Frames 
As illustrated in FIG. 10, media frames 1000 are the 

containers for media data Which could include, bitstream 
data, initialiZation information, behavior information and 
code. The media frame header and data segments are as 
described beloW. 
Media Header Segment 
A media frame header 1002 contains both the generic 

frame header 1004 as Well as a frame type-speci?c header 
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1006 as illustrated in FIG. 10. As illustrated, the generic 
frame header of the media frame contains the following 
?elds in that order. 
1. Optional frame label ?eld—4 Bytes (Double Word). 
2. subtype of this media track exactly as described in the 

track de?nition block—1 Byte. 
3. Media frame related ?ags—2 Bytes. 
4. Type/sub-Type of this frame—1 Byte. The 4 least sig 

ni?cant bits of this ?eld specify the frame type. The 
remaining 4 more signi?cant bits specify the frame sub 
type. 

Type Flag Values 

Media Bit Stream 0 
Initialization 1 
Behavior 2 
Code 3 

5. Total length of this frame in bytes—4 Bytes. 
The frame type speci?c header segment for the media 

frame contains the folloWing tWo ?elds. 
1. Total playback length of media data in milliseconds in this 
frame—4 Bytes. Note that this ?eld is relevant only When 
the ?ag value above indicates media bit stream. 

2. Byte displacement of next frame of this media track in 
relation to the beginning of this frame—4 Bytes. 

Media Data Segment 
The contents of the media data segment is determined by 

the sub-type of the media frame. For the case Where the 
sub-type is bitstream, media bit stream formats are deter 
mined by the type and sub-type and are available in the 
format speci?cation documents of the standards in question 
(e.g., JPEG, H.263, G723). The media bit stream format for 
the type HMORBIT, HMANIMATION, HMGSM and 
HMIBMPIX are neW and is speci?ed in the Appendix B, 
Appendix c and Appendix D respectively. 

Media bit streams in any frame Will usually contain Whole 
basic units of the media data although this is not mandated 
in the HotMedia format. For example, a text frame Would 
usually contain complete Words/sentences, GIF and JPEG 
frames Would contain all the data for the image, JPEG 
Animation and H.263 video frames Would contain exactly 
the data for an integral number of frames, and G723 Audio 
frame Would contain exactly the data for an integral number 
of samples. But there are situations Where very large JPEG 
frames for example could be spread over multiple media 
frames to facilitate multiplexing in delivery. 

Similarly, the format for initialiZation and behavior sub 
types are media type speci?c and therefore Will be different 
for each media type. These are speci?ed in Appendix E, F, 
G, H and I. 

The format for the code sub-type is hoWever media 
independent and is illustrated in FIG. 9. 
1. Code frame ?ags ?eld—2 Bytes. 

Bit 1 (1.sb)—indicates Whether media track handler code 
included is actual code or a URL reference to the code; 0 
indicates code and 1 URL. 
2. The siZe in bytes of the code or the URL as the case may 

be, that folloWs as the next ?eld—4 Bytes. 
3. Actual code to handle the track data or the URL to the 

code as the case may be—siZe de?ned by ?eld 2 above. 
Meta Frames 

Meta frames are frames that contain information that 
concerns hyperlinked behavior, higher level semantics, non 
media track speci?c aspects, overall client behavior/ 
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con?guration and so forth. The currently de?ned sub-types 
include range meta frames and action meta frames Which are 
described beloW. 
Range Frames 
Range frames enable the identi?cation and labeling of 

spatio-temporal segments of media track data and the asso 
ciation of navigable indices With them. Like all other frames, 
a range frame contains a frame header segment 1102 and a 
frame data segment 1104 as illustrated in FIG. 11. 
The range frame header has no frame type-speci?c seg 

ment and contains the folloWing ?elds in that order. 
1. Optional frame label ?eld—4 Bytes (Double Word). 
2. Number of range records (in the data part)—2 Bytes. 
3. The track ID of media stream this range frame is asso 

ciated With—1 Byte. 
4. Type/sub-type of this frame—1 Byte. The 4 least signi? 

cant bits of this ?eld specify the frame type. The remain 
ing 4 more signi?cant bits specify the frame sub-type. 

Type Flag Values 

Range 0 
Action 1 

5. Total length of this frame in bytes—4 Bytes. 
Range Frame Data 
The range frame data segment contains a sequence of 

range records 1106 as illustrated in FIG. 11. The number of 
range records in the above is determined by ?eld 2 of the 
range frame header. 
Range Records 
A range record comprises of a range record header and a 

range record data segment. The range record data comprises 
of a sequence of range elements. The 8 Byte range record 
header contains the folloWing ?elds: 
1. Type of this range record—1 Byte. The type and subset of 

the values for this case are given beloW. 

Type Value 

SPACE 0 
TIME 1 
SPACETIME 2 
ENTIRE 3 
DONTCARE 4 

2. Number of range elements (in the data part)—1 Byte. 
3. Total length of this record in bytes—2 Bytes. 
4. Index of this range record—4 Bytes. 
Note: When the range record type is ENTIRE, it stands for 
the entire spatio-temporal extent of the media track in 
question. No range elements folloW therefore and ?eld 2 
above Would have the value 0. 
Range Element 
Range elements are 10 bytes in siZe and are of tWo 

kinds—spatial elements and temporal elements. Both ele 
ment types have a 2 Byte type and ?ags ?eld as illustrated 
in FIG. 11(b). 
The ?elds of the tWo range element are as folloWs. 

1. Bit 1 (1sb)—indicates Whether the element is of type 
spatial or temporal. 0 indicates temporal and 1 spatial. 

2. Bits 2—3—indicates the sub-type of the range. For spatial 
elements, 0 indicates rectangular, 1 indicates elliptical and 
2 indicates polygonal. For temporal elements, 0 indicates 
time and 1 indicates count. 








